Reorganization of cortical microtubules and cellulose deposition during leaf formation in Graptopetalum paraguayense.
In the "regeneration" of a shoot from a leaf of the succulent, Graptopetalum paraguayense E. Walther the first new organs are leaf primordia. The original arrangement of cellulose microfibrils and of microtubules (MTs) in the epidermis of the leaf-forming site is one of parallel, straight lines. In the new primordium both structures still have a congruent arrangement but it is roughly in the form of concentric circles that surround the new cylindrical organ. The regions which undergo the greatest shift in orientation (90°) were studied in detail. Departures from the original cellulose alignment are detected in changes in the polarized-light image. Departures from the original cortical MT arrangement are detected using electron microscopy. The over-all reorganization of the MT pattern is followed by the tally of MT profiles, the various regions being studied in two perpendicular planes of section. This corrects for the difference in efficiency in counting transverse versus longitudinal profiles of MTs. Reorientation takes place sporadically, cell by cell, for both the cellulose microfibrils and the MTs, indicating a coordinated reorientation of the two structures. That MTs and cellulose microfibrils reorient jointly in individual cells was shown by reconstruction of the arrays of cortical MTs in paradermal sections of individual cells whose recent change in the orientation of cellulose deposition had been detected with polarized light. Closeness of the two alignments was also indicated by images where the MT and microfibril alignments co-varied within a single cell. The change-over in alignment of the MTs appears to involve stages where arrays of contrasting orientation co-exist to give a criss-cross image. During this critical reorganization, the frequency of the MTs is high. It falls during subsequent enlargement of the organ. It was found that the rearrangement of the cortical MTs to approximate a series of concentric circles on the residual meristem occurred before the emergence of leaf primordia. Through their apparent influence on microfibril alignments, the changes in MT disposition, described here, have the potential to generate major biophysical changes that accompany organogenesis.